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in the year 2005, the promodel line was again resurrected by the acquisition of the liftoff division of parker hale. liftoff had acquired the pt boat line of boats from the bankrupt remington cycle and motor corporation, whose brief history was detailed above. with the purchase, remington's boating division had a boat portfolio ranging from fun to pro models. a new division was formed to oversee the new promodel line of boats, called propower. the
division is headquartered in austin, texas. among the first models that started production in 2005 was the protrac, which was introduced to the market in the summer of that year. it was the first boat with a major redesign since the original profish in the late 1980s. the design of the protrac was considered innovative, and the improved hull design is still in use to this day. mongolian isps can be identified through their ip address. it is either in a

format that is specific to a particular isp or as another country code. an isp address consists of a country code (cc) and a top-level domain (domain name). the top-level domain consists of two parts: the second level is the country code top-level domain (cctld). an example for an isp address is: mfo.com.mn. the most commonly used top-level domains are: the country code top-level domains (cctld) these are the two-letter country codes: asia | usa
| netherlands | canada | mexico | germany | france | italy | brazil | ukr | slovakia | czech | slovenia | poland | estonia. these are sometimes known as "cctlds" instead of as "top-level domains." an example of a country code top-level domain (cctld) is: us. several cctlds are required for good internet accessibility and usability. for example, the cctld of the united states is us. for example, for the domain name dslreports.com, the country code is us.
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